Cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) represent neural cues relevant to pitch perception.
Components of auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) may represent various aspects of the cortical processing of pitch. However, evidence hints an earlier representation of pitch perception in auditory ERPs of cortical origin. In this study, we examined whether earlier waves in cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) might reflect pitch-relevant features of both listeners and stimuli. CAEPs were elicited by pure tones and sweeping tones, and individual behavioral performance in pitch discrimination reflected by frequency difference limen (FDL) was also measured. Results show that CAEPs evoked by sweeping tones significantly correlate to FDL around ~50 ms, but CAEPs evoked by pure tones do not. Also, CAEPs are significantly affected by pitch-shift direction around ~130 ms. CAEPs evoked by ascending sweeping tones are larger in magnitude than those evoked by descending ones. Therefore, listeners' personal attributes relevant to pitch perception have already been reflected at a very early stage of cortical auditory processing, whilst certain pitch-related features of stimuli are recognized and represented at a later stage.